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Go \ \ estin rhouse 2 . assignment—this one by a 

y 9 we ce 4 large city in the South. ‘The 

. ‘ Chg Ne i mayor and his councilors 

YOUN Man! A modern fable with poe oy wanted to transport people 

oO alld , aa “ more efficiently in and around 
a a \ a futuristic new international 

: e. se! ‘There once was a college senior yO airport. The advanced con- 

ff ee named Arthur King who more z Be irs ~ cept was designed to reduce 

| a than anything wanted to pur- porn 4 i _ the walking distance of pas- 

eS sue a course of excellence in life. se o~ F. _ sengers between the planes and 

, oe on Butwhich course? Should (eA the air terminal. Officials 

‘eo “)) he go into government PS a ae lsked pointedly for Arthur's 
ces a work, or enlist in a protest CG ee | =) group to help develop this 

Ny ery ry movement, or go on to mo Ot Na transportation system. 

, ee —“" f) graduate school, or join a : Many were the nights that 

lista «small company, or... Arthur and his men worked ’round a table 

ae ea da P Even Dr. Merlin, an ec- strewn with blueprints and calculations. ar 

ee centric professor, who’d It was hard work, but it was good work. hed ee 

ap ws. been like a father to Arthur, Finally the day arrived for the unveiling of yg 

: bg 2 was stumped for an this Skybus . . . a serics of sleek, ultramodern 

see be oy shy answer. passenger cars riding on rubber wheels and com- 

a ee Then Arthur met puter-controlled to accommodate the thousands : 

ce “4 Mr. Greeley, the re- of passengers entering and leaving the greater : 

Oo é. cruiter from Westing- metropolitan area airport. 

‘a we house. At dedication ceremonies, the mayor not only 

ie eee Mr. Greeley was a gave Westinghouse the keys to the city. He also 

i kindly man with a warm gave to Arthur the hand of his fair maiden daughter, 

smile, and he explained that, by joining forces at Westing- Guinevere. Warm-hearted young Guinevere was also tech- 

house with other young men of the realm, Arthur could nically oriented and had served as a consulting engineer 

spearhead efforts to combat the evils of the world. with her father’s planning commission. 

Mr. Greeley urged Arthur: Para ery Guinevere made plans to work at the Westinghouse 

“Go Westinghouse, young man.” [FPP SEs Ho é Standard Control Division where a complete line of 
And Arthur did, Hb pf: ar electrical distribution equipment—bus duct, breakers, 

He elected to join the Industrial pecs e a 3 circuit: devices, motor controls—is manufactured. In- 

Group, one of six large operating Branton ee cidentally, women are welcome at Westinghouse, an 

organizations within Westing- dL hee equal opportunity employer. a 
house.* a) ‘y Pogether, Arthur and Guinevere é > 

Arthur's first assignment: help 1 alle helped coordinate the increasing § a 

develop a process computer sys- ae number of Westinghouse turnkey A 3s 

tem that would completely auto- my 4 projects being applied to the cities ge 

mate a big steel mill in a small i ‘ | of America, obtaining in the i... 4 
European counvy. ie process their fair share of the ¥ 8 4 

The project was a decided suc- i i coin of the realm. a Lhe oe s | 

cess, providing the economy of yf i And they lived happily ever NI . / 

the little nation with a much- a pen : j after. NG ha 

needed shot in the arm. | ey ieee 

Though a grateful citi- as ; MORAL: By joining a : 

zenry wanted to reward e TW » ia Westinghouse, you too can a * 

young Arthur, he modestly voy pen 4 slay the dragons that beset ath . 2 , ; 

singled out as more deserving “ a “W A modern soctety, and, in com- NS je - -. 

his friend and colleague Val, a Ast pany with other stout hearts, Cee “a 
prince of an engineer. is i vein yourself a fair maiden. ‘ eae — y.. 

Val was already renowned for a , fag “ue Ves ae - Lj 

his part in helping develop the h| Se LO’ 

famous Westinghouse materials | ™ eee r 

handling systems—including fully ie Se ie 

automated refuse reclamation sys- a 

tems, ship to shore and other bulk | +6 tet, a 

handling. and computer-controlled ey You can be sure if it's Westinghouse &) 

warehouses. P 

Back in the states only a few ; For further information, contact the Mr. Greeley 

hours, Arthur and Val,along with who'll be visiting your campus in weeks to come or 

a determined band of project engi- L write: L. H. Nogele, Westinghouse Education Center, 

neers, Were given another special Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15221. 

Industrial / Construction / Electronic Components & Specialty Products / Atomic, Defense & Space / Electric Utility
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Intrigued by exotic designs? 

Come to Douglas. We have a lot to intrigue you: extensive and exceptional Southern 
| California facilities, where there are many independent research and development programs 

underway; engineering design problems to challenge the most creative minds; encouragement 

to publish. Why not find out about Douglas? Contact your placement office or send a resume to 
L. P Kilgore, Box 663-X, Corporate Offices, Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc., Santa Monica, Calif. 

An equal opportunity employer 
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Drawing shows projected descent of the LEM (Lunar Excursion Module) for the Apollo 
Mission to the Moon. LEM will descend from the CSM (Command and Service Module) 
to the lunar surface, land, and return to the CSM. Two central components of the LEM 
system which control the descent to, and ascent from, the moon are the Attitude and 
Translation Control Assembly and the Descent Engine Control Assembly. RCA has 
designed and produced these systems in addition to other critical electronics systems, 
necessary to the success of the mission. 

RCA Knows How in Aerospace and Defense 

The LEM programs are only a small sample of the You owe it to yourself to find out more about the 
many advanced and diverse activities underway in the great range of activities at RCA. Aerospace and de- 
five RCA divisions of Defense Electronic Products. fense are only one phase of our continuous drive to 

: as ca eee pioneer new areas of electronics. See your college 
With RCA yonpouid be working on these programs placement director, or write to College Relations, 

so vital to national defense and space exploration. Radio Corporation of America, Cherry Hill, New 

EE, ME and IE opportunities exist for all degree Jersey 08101. . . 
levels in every phase of research, design and develop- Mmatever your field of interest—we would like to 
ment, information systems, manufacturing, and com- hear from you. | on 
puter marketing, An Equal Opportunity Employer 

With RCA everyone has the opportunity to join 
graduate education programs, training programs, and i ‘ 
in-house courses—all designed to further individual The Most Trusted Name in Electronics 
development. ® 
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ask New York Central. 

Now tiny glass devices can do what complex electromechani- Today, glass can be made six times stronger than steel. Or as 

cal systems can’t. Control the power of a locomotive without soft as silk. It can bend or not bend. Break or not break. Melt 

the use of moving parts. And without breakdowns due to short or not melt. It can be molded, cast, machined, drawn and 

circuits, wear, heat deterioration and shock. Ask New York pressed. It possesses more capabilities than any other material. 

Central. For solutions to their materials problems, industry and gov- 

These devices channel a small volume of fluid (air, gas or ernment are coming to Corning. Because Corning is the glass- 

liquid) under low pressure so that it activates a much more master. It’s a broad, international company, with one of the 

powerful jet of fluid. This in turn helps control the massive most daring, expert and imaginative research and engineering 

equipment which regulates the locomotive’s speed and power. staffs in the world. Plus a marketing principle that commits 

Fluid devices are finding increasing use as machine and them to developing products only in areas where a need exists 

process controls and in computer logic sections. Corning pro- and no product does. 

duces fluidic devices from its unique FOTOCERAM® photo- Young engineers seeking challenge, opportunity and ad- 

sensitive glass-ceramic, which allows extremely accurate chem- vancement are invited to write to Career Development Man- 

ical machining. ager, Corning Glass Works, Corning, New York. 

CORNING GLASS WORKS 
AN EQUAL-OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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ALL! D @ EDITORIAL = 

W ELL, winter, that is snow etc., has finally arrived and Christmas is get- 

ting closer. The staff and I want to wish all of our readers a merry 
day, or whatever you want to have. We plan on a large celebration ourselves, 
since this is our third issue and all’s well. 

We observe that as the first beautiful snowfall gently covers the 
sidewalks, buildings, and cars, it is easy to see how much of the smoke from 
the smoke stack ends up in our own back yards. I think we have been 
overlooked in the big “pollution cleanup”! Even so, the snow looks great, 
and all the staff is busy figuring how to abscond with the 
funds for a giant ski trip. 

I am encouraged by the response to my question “What is the function of 
an engineering magazine on campus?” in last month’s editorial. Although 
the replies have been more verbal than written, people have been interested 

enough to comment, which speaks for itself. Overall, it seems you feel as 
I do, that our aim should be to please the majority with a light readable 
magazine. We will try to do so. 

Along that line, I am proud of the fact that this is this first magazine 
in a long while that is not only all-student written, but all-staff written. This 

year we are lucky to have some people who have the time and ability to 
write, and this is a big step towards getting a more student-oriented magazine. 

To close, be good, take care, and have a happy holiday. I hope that all 
our readers and especially the staff make it through the vacation in one piece 
and without too large a hangover. 
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Ww »  “tohat— me worry?” | + 
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This is my first opportunity to write for the Wisconsin Engineer. 1 was 
invited to write an article but I was not assigned a topic. Freshman English was 
never quite that formidable! But I am much older now and much less self- 

3S conscious. Furthermore, a professional teacher will never pass up an opportunity 
> to harass an audience. Basically, the topic is always the same: The professional 
x teacher loves to talk about himself, In the classroom this over-inflated self esteem 

is sometimes skillfully obscured by giving the lecture a title such as “Electric 
s Circuit Analysis”, or “Measuring Instruments Do Tell Lies”. In this article I will 
Sj be more honest and admit openly that I will be the dominant figure in my discourse. 

Recent events have forced me to conduct a study which might be entitled, 
S$ “What in the World Does an Assistant Dean of the College of Engineering do 
x with His Time?” or alternately, “Would the Course of History be Significantly 

Changed if All Assistant Deans Were Suddenly to Vanish in a Puff of Smoke?” 
My reason for making this study is that I have been attempting to fill such a 
position since last July. 

One day last spring, Dean Wendt asked me to see him in his office. Now 
what? I had been associated with the College of Engineering in one capacity or 
another for most of twenty years, but I had never made myself conspicuous by 
doing anything that was very, very good or very, very bad. I had met with 
Dean Wendt in his office on only two previous occasions. Then I knew exactly 
why I was there and what was to be discussed before I knocked on the door. 
This time I did not. 

I hope you know what I mean when I say that I was very much relieved 
upon being greeted warmly as I walked in. Dean Wendt got to the point imme- 
diately. Associate Dean Davidson was resigning to accept a very attractive position 
at another school. Would I, John Asmuth, accept an appointment as an Assistant 
Dean? I could take my time to think it over—a firm answer in forty-eight hours 
would be soon enough! 

My first reaction was one of terror. I knew that Dean Davidson had spent a 
lot of time on budgetary problems, and I also knew that I grew an ulcer every 
month when I tried to balance my checkbook. Perhaps Dean Wendt saw the color 
drain from my face, but I started to breathe again when he pointed out that Dean 
Ratner had already taken on the budget work. My primary assignment would 
be something vaguely described as “Students”. But not all students. Freshman 
Engineers are Dean Leidel’s problem and graduate students are fiercely guarded 
by their thesis professors. Of the group not thus accounted for, my business 
would be mostly with those who are, or think they are, in some kind of academic 
hot water. 

The light began to dawn. It has been my hobby, even my obsession, to 
assist students in finding a way to do the things they wanted to do, to take the 
courses they wanted to take, and yet satisfy the academic requirements of the 
College of Engineering and the University. In effect I was being invited to do 
more of the same, on a larger scale and with a little more authority. But there 
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was a price tag on the deal—my classroom assignment would have to be drastically 
reduced. 

I discussed the whole problem with Mrs. Asmuth that evening and I received 
unqualified encouragement to accept. However, I will confide in you and admit 
that before that, I called on my long-time confidante and companion in zealous ) oO 

research on the Application of the Buckingham Pi Theorem to Land Trans- 
portation. (Think about that one, please!) I refer to Professor John B. Miller of 
the Electrical Engineering Department. First he asked me if this would mean 
that I would never finish grading some of the laboratory reports he submitted to 
me in 1946 and then he asked me if this appointment would mean that I would 
be able to perform marriage ceremonies. My answer was “NO” to both questions. 

At the end of a brief, carefully thought-out and precisely worded soliloquy . 
of thirty minutes duration, Professor Miller urged me to accept. 

I stopped in to see Professor Peterson, Chairman of the Electrical Engineering 
Department. He told me that the E. E. Department would miss me, of course, 
and that I would surely do fine work as an Assistant Dean, and how soon would 
I move out of my old office? You see, my departure would mean that there would 

be more room for someone else. Office space is almost as scarce as parking space. 
There would be some rejoicing amidst all the sorrow upon my moving to the 
Mechanical Engineering Building. 

It must be very plain that I had already decided that I looked forward to 
being called an Assistant Dean. But having made my decision I very much 
wanted others to tell me that I was doing the right thing. 

As I said earlier, I have been making a study of what it is that Assistant 
Deans do, and I’ve learned a lot in these few months. At times I’m sure I’ve made 

a pest of myself going to Dean Ratner or to Mrs. Hoffman and saying, “Here’s 
the story; now what do I think?” and then going to the secretary, Mrs. Butzine 
and saying, “Now here is what I think. What form do I fill out and where do 
I sign?” Don’t let me give you the wrong impression. The red tape procedures 
make a lot of sense, but they must be subordinate to the real purposes of the 

University. I am expected to do everything I can to make use of the red tape as 
a servant and not let it become master. 

I have become acquainted with many student problems. I cannot honestly 
say that I really enjoy hearing about other people’s troubles. But once in a while 
I have the tremendous satisfaction of participating in a solution. The student 
body in Engineering is a very talented group for the standards of the College of 
Engineering are very high. As a teacher I am morally obligated to encourage 

the development of that talent to meet these standards. 

In every position I have had in engineering, both in and out of teaching, 
I have had the opportunity to decide on my own what part of my work 
assignment should be. My present position is no exception. I am especially 
interested in the connections between high school subjects and the subjects 
required in the College of Engineering. I know perfectly well that industrial 
recruiters would like to employ more engineering graduates than are available. 
At the same time there is a very severe shortage of competent teachers of 
mathematics and science in the high schools and vocational schools. It seems 
to me that the needs of the nation would be very well served if a few graduate 
engineers were to give serious consideration to such teaching. 

The financial sacrifice involved would be substantial. I would be very 
hesitant to mention such a career at all except for the fact that I have had 
many opportunities to observe rather strong idealism in many engineering 
students. Some of our graduates have sought Peace Corps assignments. If any 

engineering student expressed an interest I would be more than happy to assist 
in any way possible. 

I haven’t run out of ideas to write about, but my hand is tired and I have 

taken enough of your time. I appreciate having had your attention and invite you 

to let me return the favor sometime when you want someone to listen to 
your story. 
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,’ Opportunities at Anaconda \y 
\ We in mining and metallurgy here and abroad, at Anaconda American Brass Co., 

( \y" Anaconda Wire & Cable Co., and Anaconda Aluminum Co. 
\ANG 

ine insi _ | can’t survive in the acid environment. L/ \ Looking inside & This pleasant little side trip was by no | the earth for metals oe means unrelated to the regular work of 
i The legendary prospector trudging on . ge the Anaconda research teams. They are 

I foot through the wilderness scours the a , concerned with everything that hap- surface of the earth—with luck gets a a s pens to copper metals—and all the com- hint of treasure inside through an out- Vr a binations of useful properties they can cropping of ore. But not all ore bodies Go fe ; supply. They work on new finishes for come near the surface. And pressures f7 a copper metals and on industrial corro- 
to find more metals for the needs of li ae - sion problems. They develop new growing populations are so great we lg. a ake alloys to meet new needs, They pursue 
can’t wait for infrequent bonanzas. a | Y pure research. 
Modern mineral exploration must have | |. ba Anaconda’s research and development 
“eyes” that see under the earth’s sur- 4 are key factors in expanding copper’s face. Anaconda’s program is based on a th role in a rapidly advancing technology. 
an ever greater understanding of the | _— It is opening new opportunities for col- distribution of elements in the earth’s i lege graduates at Anaconda American 
crust and the processes by which they gee a. Brass in all fields of engineering, in are concentrated into ore deposits. |. . : > _ | business administration and sales. 
Geology and geological research are | ~~ = Pee 
thus “eyes” that help outline broad 1 
areas of potential P mineralization. Anaconda settles an Cable to feed OUE SrOWIngs Gradually, the search is narrowed to | old argument power-hungry cities 
smaller target areas through scientific | The statue of Liberty is one of the fin- | Our big cities keep getting bigger. They application of geological, geophysical, | gc examples of natural patina in the | need much more electric power every geochemical techniques and other tools world. And for years experts have | year, in big concentrated chunks of 
that are additional “eyes” for modern argued whether this patina is basic cop- | load. And generator output must be 
Prospecting. per sulfate or basic copper carbonate. | carried at high voltage to these new 
Then these target areas must be tested | Some felt there should also be a good | load centers. 
and evaluated in the light of experience percentage of chloride salts because of | You can’t string the transmission lines and the critical and significant features the salty atmosphere whipped up by | down such places as Broadway, or commonly associated with ore-forming | the winds from the bay. across 42nd St. So you dig—carry the 
processes. The three-dimensional geo- | Anaconda spoiled all the fun by offer- | Power in the already crowded space logical model shown below was pre- ing to get the answer. With the per- | under busy city streets. 
pared to help Anaconda geologists look mission of the statue’s custodians, met- | Anaconda, anticipating this need, built 
under the carth’s crust at a later stage | atjurgists from the Research and Tech- | the best equipped high-voltage research 
in this process of evaluation, ‘ nical Center of Anaconda American | laboratory in the cable business (see 
Anaconda is a pioneer in the applica- | Brass obtained adequate samples and | below)—and used it to develop the tion of geology to mining and explora- | made an extensive analysis. 345,000-volt cable now actually in use. tion. And it is intensifying and enlarg- And now, Anaconda Wire & Cable Co. ing its program of laboratory and field is busy working on plans to satisfy research at geological headquarters The talents and skills of techni- power needs of tomorrow’s cities. throughout the hemisphere. This opens cally qualified men and women Anaconda produces wire and cable not broad new job opportunities in all will always be needed by only for the utility industry, but also areas of earth sciences for geophysi- Anaconda in important positions for modern communication systems, cists, geochemists, geological engineers, in exploration, mining, extrac- Se [Se 
chemical engineers, physicists, and tive metallurgy, manufacturing, i. eo ee 
metallurgists. scientific research, sales, and ad- a Ola 7 

" ministration. fC OO If you would like more informa- | | i : 
tion about Anaconda or wish to _ _ eg 

j apply for employment, write to: B.. 2 A ok : ee Director of Personnel, The mt 8 \,., H ee ek 
“ Sa Anaconda Company, 25 Broad- i= <a | - " : ia ome a & Li gies 4 way, N.Y., N.Y. 10004. eo . a ee ee 

a, \ he An Equal Opportunity Employer | a i | i 
4a. ed _ Results of X-ray diffraction, semi- . _ | I 
\n =; | microchemical, andwetchemical proc- | | |, | Jury 

ULC esses proved a predominance of cop-  . ——Ur™tét~—~—~— GS rr—t—SC per sulfate, This is easily explained by  rti‘“COei™OOOCOCRS »  .. =| =s the high estimate tonnage of sulfur- ___séséaiétéww##.UwitCC ie 
i hLUe | a. bearing acids produced in New York’s | telephone and CATY; and for count- 
_ oS _ LD _/ ___ | atmosphere every day—and by the dif- | less applications in building and indus- rer 7 ference between the free energies of | try. Constant engineering investigation a 2 23=—r ‘| formation of copper chloride and cop- | at the Company’s four research centers | i per sulfate. ; is opening new frontiers of knowledge 

rs _ Basic copper chloride content was less | in wire and cable technology—new op- — —— than five per cent. And basic carbon- | portunities for engineering graduates. 
co  ... _..... | ates are virtually absent because they ehee 
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Think Future. Think Celanese. If you’re ambitious, flexible, company better able, or more disposed, to satisfy these 
and imaginative—and if you're well trained in chemistry, needs. Working with Celanese, you'll have the chance to 
chemical or mechanical engineering, physics, marketing grow and broaden quickly. 

or accounting — you're our Mens , Sound good? If you feel you can perform in our demanding Why Celanese? You'll be working for a company that’s grow- environment, it should. Discuss us with your faculty and 
ing fast—and “plans” to keep growing. 1965 sales rose Placement Office now, then plan to see our representative 
more than 25% to about $900 million. Our future “planned” — when he is on your campus—regardless of 
growth depends on our ability to attract top-notch people your military commitments. Or write to: John 
who have the drive and desire to aim for that second billion. —_B. Kuhn, Manager of University Recruitment, 
What makes you tick? Responsibility. Authority. Profes- Celanese Corporation, 522 Fifth Avenue, 
sional Recognition. Financial Reward. We know of no other ~~ New York, New York 10036. CELANESE 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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You might. But, chances are, only 
if your familiarity with state-of-the- 
art chemical research is broad 
enough to cover all the diverse 
areas in which G.E. is now making 
basic creative contributions. To 

Ou I O O ; ] ( name a few: silicone fluids and 
e@ lubricants for supersonic aircraft; 

decorative and industrial 
laminates; superpressure products 
such as Man-Made® diamonds; . 
high performance PPO® 

4 polyphenylene oxidatively-coupled 
. polymers; Lexan® polycarbonate 

plastics; Irrathene® irradiated 
. polyethylene film; and many others. 

For additional facts on G.E.’s role : 
* in Chemistry, write to Chemical & : 

Metallurgical Division, General 
Electric Company, P.O. Box 220, 
Waterford, New York 12188. : : 
@REG. TM GENERAL ELECTRIC CO, 

GENERAL @@ ELECTRIC
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“The Now Cars” for ’67 by American Motors have new body styling 
and more powerful engines that may well make them the “Excitement 
Machine”. Biggest power changes are the V-8 for American and 
the 280 horse 343 for Rebel and Ambassador. It appears that 
A.M.’s three other models may join the Marlin as sporty cars with 
an acceptable amount of go. All A.M. cars compliments of Waters 
Motors. 
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’ ae i , Chrysler Corporation has followed a program of slight evolutionary 
4 ‘sl : x change for most of its '67 models. Some sheet metal changes and 

vd ee a slight rearrangement of power options using existing engines com- 
. Ge vie nS : pose the major changes. The one radical change for this year was 

SS . Rae the Plymouth Barracuda which was not yet released for our photo 
ter m cane om deadline. The completely restyled ‘Cuda is available with a 383 

Ls <i i Al four barrel that will do 0-60 in a little over 7 seconds and tops 
= 07 AR out at about 115. All around, it appears to be a fast, sporty car 

es ’ a2) with excellent handling that will be perfect for the student to take 
we es ee —-- out on his weekend jaunts. Plymouths and Chryslers compliments 

a Se (eH) ee of Duquaine & Blumer Motors. We regret that Dodges and Imperials 
a = were not available for photography at the time. 

a es 
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Chevrolet Camaro compliments of Hult Chevrolet; Buick Skylark from /O 
Zimbrick Buick; Oldsmobile Toronado provided by Ahrens Cadillac— 

Oldsmobile; and Pontiacs thanks to Schappe Pontiac, all of Madison. 

ges SSS SSS SS SSS SESS 

a ee Te NT ry SACS <G&e This 55 350 Camaro, one of this new breed for 1967 is graced by 
gh, EY IES. Oe ee Oy U.W. senior Carol Daniel. The Camaro is GM's first entry into the OG Sad) ka MB = 

A eee BOW a ery bog. ar c  semi-sport class with the Mustang and Barracuda. With the 350 
ee ge M4 isd 4-7 3 engine, the Camaro is a well moving automobile, and if sales can 
‘me Yt ROT ee ee od £ move as quick as the car itself, it will be a common sight on the 
BS MRS gr ae FER i a 42 nation’s roads. 
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ie eee eT wa |. The new GTO is basically unchanged in styling from last year. The 
melee” dl cL IN Jan big change is in engines, with the basic engine being the 400 cubic 

- oS nm eee inch eight. 4 Vee. es 
o P a a 
a4 c Ce 

er : ere 
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The '67 Pontiac Tempest Sprint remains basically unchanged from — rr—“_—O—r— tec ] 
last year. The OHC six introduced in the '66 models appears to be oe fe eS 
destined for success as a well-balanced and surprisingly fast power- | CF LmD,LhmD,rrrr _ 
plant in the hot economy class. One definite improvement that this no... }&}&§=§=5=-_hcCcCcCCC 
photographer noticed in the new model was a separated turn signal all Tl LP 
indicator to go along with the other safety devices for '67. Previously ee Aer UN i ei 
a single light had indicated both left and right turn signals. ee i 

2 eae jy — 
oe mae) C\ 

i EN Mic 
..—.rr:~— .r,rrrt—“—O—OC—C—SSSS 

: . . err r—eNNsia‘ iRCiiC®s__l(C 
: U x ts i Se eee 

a E 4 ag cone Buick maintains its luxury image with smooth flowing lines and rich 
7 : Ct ak interiors, even in its intermediate model. Skylark shown had rich red 
¥ sc amen | i, hee lacquer with white vinyi top, and white vinyl interior with very 

2 if lee ee ee aitractive and surprisingly comfortable head rests. 
ee i leu Paes in (ehaciy ae taal Psing 

‘ oe eee 
Cae 

eo % avian : 2 Oldsmobile Toronado which has been going strong for a year now ie oe ‘ ee is joined in the FWD class by the new Cadillac Eldorado, which 
‘ = unfortunately was not available for photography prior to the Wiscon- 

i oss sin Engineer photo deadline. In addition to standard safety additions 
Lie. Ss for '67, the Toronado is slightly restyled, doing away with breaks 
Be ‘ BR Ein its nowing lines such as the '66 toad eye retracted headlights. 
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The frisky 67 Mustang, with accentuated airscoops, a striking tail hes — — 
light treatment and an optional 390 cubic inch eight. Need we ‘ Oe  —. ik x 
say more. ae een 

aii niacin ine 
ay, Si tt) ee eeeemeneeee ” Ut Ga SS 

Thunderbird. Whether four doors or two, it is a better idea. T-Bird | } () Staceemcarre aa ee 
and Mustang furnished by Kayser Ford, Madison. => SR is re 

ee mene eel 

=> Kee sll ne a 2 _ if : _ TSS ss ao a 

. od) SR eae oa ee 
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Mercury's top-of-the-line Marquis is a fine handling and very com- 
patible car for its size, just the thing for those who like a solid 
highway cruiser that can still be driven down University Avenue 
during the rush hour without giving the impression that you are 
driving a city bus. 

a 

Bob-tailed Mercury Cougar is a new entrant for ‘67 in the sporty 
class. Heavier and more luxurious than its cousin the Mustang it ; 
still handles well and is very attractive to the eye. It looks as if s ; ee ee 
this one should be a winner all the way for those who like a semi- SS 
sports car and yet do not want to give up the luxury class entirely. a parents ; 5 . 
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eee Mercury Cyclone GT is primarily unchanged in body from '66, but 
ee re it remains one of the hottest intermediates available. All mercurys 
a eh ce a were provided for our use by Doring Lincoln Mercury of Madison. 
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z “err \o@ - O/  watis iv 
_ icropnto NO OG QO. f Not the op art discs — we're 
S oS Ne A“ not about to describe them. We 
8 ean are interested in the micro-photo 
& just above — specifically the little 
S rectangle in the center. It’s a minuscule chip of silicon produced 
2 in Motorola’s semiconductor labs—on the verge of creating a 
g scientific revolution all its own. 

a The chip’s dimensions are 0.060” by 0.080’—about the size of 
* a baby B-B. That tiny area incorporates 14 transistors, 10 resistors 
3 and 2 capacitors—performing the same circuit functions as the 
2 26 discrete components shown below. It’s Motorola’s chip off a 
g new block of electronics—it’s an integrated circuit. 

2 But why all the fuss? 

8 Because the integrated circuit is the key to untold electronics 
2 marvels, hitherto impractical. Because its small size, weight, and 
8 power consumption lessen the cost of complex systems and 
3 improve performance. Because it’s more reliable, to boot. 

& Integrated circuits already are used in design plans for amazing 
3 new computers — computers which will, in effect, function as 
3 special extensions of the human brain. Computers y 

which, in time, will almost think. It's an \ \ J 
exciting business. It challenges everyone in it. x L ww 7 we 

§ \ 
Within a year, the solid state art _ ‘\* & 8 Oey 
will develop the means to store the Se \ \ J Ee 
content of the Encyclopaedia tty \h hf a 
Britannica in a one inch cube—a solid == @ a al 
state memory system. One day, every uments : oe 
important university library — enn lle ysis ~ 
will have electronic knowledge aot “7 \\ a 
banks connected, perhaps by satellite, —_* Ay Gg — 
for instant exchange of information. \ vs 

People generally are impressed ff a % 
by the chip with 26 components. All 
But hang on. We've now got 
one in the lab not much larger (0.120” 
by 0.120”)... with 524 components! 

Hip chip? You bet. 

TRUST THIS EMBLEM (AA) WHEREVER YOU FIND IT 
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HE first Sunday in October — of co-operating with a navigator, Dane County roads, the official 
T: traditionally characteristic | who will assist him in the inter- route being divided into three seg- 

of what Wisconsin folks pretation of instructions, the selec- ments or “legs.” Located at the 
proudly refer to as their “Indian tion of routes, and various time termination of each of the three 
Summer,” and October 2, 1966 was and distance calculations—all of legs was an official checkpoint with 
just one of those typically bright, | which are essential to the art of markers indicating the ideal travel 
sunny Indian Summer days which rallying. The performance of each time and the ideal mileage for that 
magnetically attract city folks to driving team is then rated on a particular leg of the rallye. Mile- 
the peace and quiet of Wiscon- point basis, penalties being age ratings for each leg of the 
sin’s colorful countryside. It was awarded for violations of rules and journey were determined with a 
one of those Sunday afternoons regulations, and for deviation from Stevens dual electric odometer, 
which might quietly suggest a pre-established travel times. and a ten mile marker located at 

scenic drive along the winding, The SAE Course a point exactly ten miles from the 
back country roads of southwest- ; starting line allowed contestants to 

ern Dane County, and that’s just _ Sponsored by the student So- adjust their odometer readings to 

what the Society of Automotive ciety of Automotive Engineers in agree with rallye mileage. 
Engineers had in mind for the conjunction with the Ford Motor | 

fifty-nine contestants entered in | Company, the October rallye be- Extensive Safety Check 
their Fall road rallye that day. gan in the parking area at the rear Sunday’s rallye was prefaced by 

. of the Mechanical Engineering a comprehensive safety check, 
What Is a Road Rallye? Building, and was designed to which was conducted on all ve- 

The SAE rallye scheduled that cover over one hundred miles of hicles entered in the event. In- 

Sunday was only one of numerous 
such events which are sponsored gee ——— ee | 
in the Madison area from time to HY . —— ve Pn / 

time, and which are indicative of oa 2 a ] 

the rising popularity enjoyed by ‘ a e oe ¢ ; 
this rapidly developing sport. Con- > ia i ad ‘ 
trary to popular misconceptions, a 2 SS. See oe mecammnrme:f 
road rallye is neither a speed con- i fg ‘ a 
test nor an automobile endurance aye ae | 
trial, and perhaps it is wise to con- : | 
sider what now appears to be an as s ; 3 
obvious question: “Just what is a r Seems — ‘ 
road rallye?” In general, a rallye VA Vin a \ i 
is a test of a driver's ability to ee Wi{f loan so SS naih ) 

properly and accurately interpret Ss Vf, LE Too : | ae | 
ae: ons : . Tad is Sr } 

an intricate set of instructions pre- Yih) 4 ws on eg e 
scribing a predetermined route : eu elie MM Se ee Q i 
which he must traverse in a fixed sae LOT a ox Z oN 
interval of time. Besides being an a Tia ! es oy ] | ae 5 —=— 
alert driver, the successful con- ALE gy : ai eal 
testant must generally be imagina- Mg Nee , i 
tive; familiar with his vehicle, as Sahl waladoe y Ma 

well as its limitations; and capable She passed the brake test. . . afterward, the bumper jack froze . . . 
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cluded in the safety check, which sults were inspected manually for official starting time, Brian now 
began at 10:00 o’clock that morn- unacceptable braking action. faced a new crisis. It had taken 
ing, was an inspection of brakes, Lutz and several sympathetic on- 
wheels, steering, horn, headlights, Jack ’em Up lookers over five minutes to raise - 
and turn signals. It was under- Among those who were re- the Buick’s rear bumper almost Q 
stood that the safety inspections quested to jack up the rear wheels three feet off the ground. With his 
were a necessary prerequisite for on their vehicles was Brian Lutz bumper jack now frozen in that 
participation in the event and that — whose 1949 Buick Roadmaster ap- position, it soon appeared that 
“failure to pass any test would re- parently failed to convince disput- number thirteen’s prospects for 
sult in penalty or disqualification, ing officials that the automobile’s scoring in the rallye were rather 
depending on the nature of the braking system conformed to ac- dim. While Lutz and several by- 
defect.” Safety inspections were ceptable standards. Pulling off to standers attempted to rock the 
conducted in an orderly, assembly- the side where the 49 Buick was Roadmaster from its temporary 
line fashion, with each contestant — to undergo the manual brake ex- perch, another member of the 
first receiving a dash plaque and — amination, Lutz began searching — crowd located a hydraulic lift from 
an entry identification number the trunk for something which a nearby building. Amid cheers 
which was located on the right vaguely resembled a bumper jack. from the crowd, Lutz and his navi- 
front door of each vehicle. The jet black Roadmaster, identi- gator were soon on their way to 

Conducted at the rear of the — fied by an ironic entry position— the starting line—and one couldn't 
Minerals and Metals Building, the — number 13!—soon attracted a small help wondering if old number 
brake test was by far the most gathering of amused _ spectators. thirteen really did have a chance 
spectacular feature of the safety After mastering the manipulation — of winning the rallye! 
check. A twenty foot stretch of of his awkward bumper jack, and There were other minor crises 
sand spread on the parking area after successfully hoisting the rear — which highlighted the safety check. 
with an eighty foot approach was wheels without damage to the Completion of his brake test found 
used to carry out the test. Drivers | Roadmaster’s rear bumper, Lutz the driver of entry number twenty- 
were requested to use the ap- was cleared of the brake inspection six sprawled beneath the rear axle 
proach as an acceleration strip, and authorized to participate in of his vehicle, attempting to un- 
and instructed to forcefully apply the rallye—a decision which met — lock his brakes. One at a time, 
the brakes along the sand strip so with the approval of the crowd — however, each entry passed_ the 
as to “lock” the wheels. Both which had gathered to appreciate vehicle inspection and found _ its 
standard and emergency brakes his predicament. With his vehicle way to the starting line. Soon there 
were required to pass this test, and cleared of safety inspection and was an uninterrupted flow of ve- 
those which exhibited doubtful re- five minutes remaining before his _ hicles leaving the parking area at 

| | ee a —rt—<“i—iti—OSsSO 

— ’ r ing 2 “re ” 

oe - ” 
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Henry Beck . . . Corvettes would dominate . . . 
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Space and missiles. Bendix activities span ' —— —_ Automation. Bendix is providing manu- 
many phases of the U.S. space program—from Automotive. Brakes, steering, car- facturers with many types of cost-cutting 
producing guidance and control systems to buretion and other related components equipment—including numerical control 
studying the nature of the moon's surface. are continually being improved by systems and automatic gaging and monitor- 

Bendix engineers. ing systems. 

a Sti‘ a 
cia orrovecpaneines . -_— rs - 4 

Aviation. Results of Bendix research include the first commercial all-electronic auto- Ui 
pilot and, just recently, the first FAA-approved all-weather landing system. 

Picture yourself a Bendix engineer working in one of pen 
these areas: space, missiles, aviation, automotive, oce- : _ 
anics or automation. Whichever field you choose, Bendix - 

offers you the challenges and opportunities that come : : 

with working on projects and programs ranking among ‘ Z 

today’s most important. Co - . eo 
Why not look further into all the diversified activities — - a . 7 2 9 : EF Oceanics. Bendix is a leader in this new field. Developments 

Bendix has to offer? Materials are available from our include navigation devices to withstand pressures at 3 miles 
representatives when they visit your campus. Or write deep, underwater telemetry, guidance/control systems for 

2 . . . anti-submarine torpedoes and submarine steering systems. 
directly to J. M. LaRue, Director of University and 

Scientific Relations, The Bendix Corporation, 1104 

Fisher Building, Detroit, Michigan 48202. WHERE IDEAS 
Bendix has 31 divisions and 18 subsidiaries Oe 

throughout the United States, and 21 subsidiaries and Ua end UNLOCK 
. . x, ee 

affiliates in Canada and overseas. an equal opportunity employer. THE FUTURE 

FISHER BUILDING, DETROIT, MICH. «202 

Bendix divisions are in California, Florida, Missouri, lowa, Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Pennsylvania, New York, NewJersey, Maryland. 
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7 / —- i a eT he was averaging more or less 

/ i ord could speed up or slow down ac- 
_ - ON _ cordingly. In order to maintain an 

a sae _ ee | ‘ —— accurate knowledge of their rela- 
} — ———— a a tive standing in the rallye, it was 

4 oe -_ ee i , recommended that each team in- . 
A i - clude the following basic items VE 

j ' rt ia oe } among their rallye equipment: 
Ei oo sont oid |, Po Two watches with sweep second 

of : . _ — - ™ . | sme. hands, slide rule, stop watch, and 
| an . #3 ] - F clip board with paper and several 

ee ee a ee '£ os pencils. The official map for the 
ee aallye was the Dane County map _ _ G * ~~ which contestants were authorized } | = re ve os to obtain from the City-County 
\ ae . rf a Building or the State Highway 
a : Ps " A ier A! _ Commission. Probably the most 

‘ ‘i e Po challenging aspect of rallying is 
L the task of interpreting the instruc- 

tions, which are compiled with the 
intent of confusing the driver and 
provoking his imagination. The 

Fred J. Brown, Jr. . . . ‘tech inspection” was a necessary prerequisite . . . list of instructions issued in this 
; : rallye were far from being a mere two minute intervals, with the first been deducted, and he was then — accumulation of left-turn, right- 

entry departing at 11:00 o’clock, justified in opening his panic en- turn directions. Consider, for ex- and the last participant scheduled elope, since he had already lost ample, the driver's first instruction 
to sign out shortly before one all possible credit for that leg of after passing the ten-mile point: o'clock that afternoon. the rallye. A 500 point penalty was “Look for acorns in the shade, but 

Chevys Dominate Entries awarded to any vehicle caught en- don’t go into the woods.” Just as 

As one after another of the en- tering e checkpoint from the amusing was an instruction which tries signed in, it became apparent  ¥7008 direction, and a 300 point asserted “With Mineral Springs 
signe i AE DeCame: apParen deduction was granted t 7 Beer you have got to go right!” that Corvettes would dominate the granted’ to any con ve & 8 & 

rallye competition. Of the fifty.  Testant engaging in unnecessary Sons confusion mnsloubiedly ae 
nine care entered, fourteen were conversation with checkpoint offi- sulee when navigators stumbled 
Corvettes, seven were Corvairs,  cials. Additional points were onto Ain ‘Ga Keller ok rock- 
and Chevrolets followed up in awarded for correct answers to saan fo tre ae andy iste 
third place with six entries, Ford the questions incorporated in the fee a fo Pe some dispute _ tg Pontiec: and “Iviumph all had dive instruction sheet. An orientation Just where the bitter end was! 

representatives entered. Among the hand-out, elaborating the rules and Bring Conversion Tables 
remaining entries were an Austin- _Tegulations for the rallye, ex- For those wl ver | . 
Healy Sprite, a Volvo, a Porsche _ Plained the remainder of the scor- OF eee wee WETS mathemati: and otfe tiny Sunbeam ing system. It becomes obvious cally oriented, there were instruc- 

° . that the foundation of each team’s tions designed to defy the mathe- 
Rallye Package & Point Count score depended on the driver's matical competence of even the 
At the starting line, each driver __ timing, and it was suggested to all Most persistent navigator. For in- 

received a set of route instructions contestants that they could im- stance, there was an instruction 
two minutes prior to his scheduled prove their timing by keeping an directing the driver to turn “right 
starting time. Distributed with the accurate tabulation of their aver- after 114,000 inches” and another 
instructions was a panic envelope age speeds. The route instruction 24vising an average speed of 
which would direct the driver to sheets distributed to each of the 49-466 feet per second—try fou 
the nearest checkpoint in the event contestants designated the average _-Verting that rapidly into a figure 
that he should become so hope- speed which the driver should at- | YOu can conveniently read on a 
lessly lost that he was no longer tempt to maintain for each leg of Speedometer! 
eligible to receive credit for that the journey in order to complete Those who successfully muddled 
particular leg of the rallye. Each that stretch of the rallye in the their way through an intricate 
leg was scored separately on a _ standard time interval. In order to maze of seventy-six confusing in- 
basis of 1800 points per leg. One achieve an accurate approximation structions were confronted with 
point was deducted from this total to the specified average speed, the following observation: “Would 
for each second that the driver was each team would have to continu- you believe that you will now ap- 
under or over the standard arrival ally calculate their average speed __ proach the starting line (since that 
time. After a driver was one-half by dividing travel distance by is where you should be)? Change 
hour behind his scheduled arrival travel time. In this way, each average speed to 186,000 miles per 
time, all of his 1800 points had driver would know whether or not second, and POOF!” Those who 
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y \) iis : Lo 23 Lancer that rounded the wide 
\ ave 3 Ca we curve, climbed the long hill which 

genes l Mis constituted the phil a of 8 
lhe i - number two and signed in as the 

“ ng ey _ a : ‘ eee pei first arrival. 

ro = riage 28 Finalists 

. pitti Entry number forty-two scored the 
q / Ce ee least number of penalty points on 
vee * oe , 4 the first leg with a total of 358 
a eles a bic points deducted. Entry number 
— ome fifteen captured the title in the 

‘iin, SOE 1 aa A second leg with a remarkably low 
wai seembraey ere On assessment of six points, and entry 
: ag a . Ce ee eS number twenty-six topped that 
—_  —.. . . . . ee record in the third leg, finishing 

First arrival at checkpoints #1 & #2. with an unbelievable four point 
penalty! 

found their finishing position — difficulty which the contestants Winners of the SAE Fall rallye 
slightly removed from the starting must have had—without the aid were Mr. R. Bethke and his navi- 

position consulted their panic en- of clearly marked maps! gator, Tom Kofler, whose 1960 

velopes under the number four Mileage Corvair chalked up a_ total of 

section and were consequently ad- aha sdeal mileawSe-fOP the three 4,444 points out of a potential 

vised to “go home and. start. pre- ee of the siiee ses (5 5400: Ralph Evans and. his may 
i ‘ BRS (ile legs of the rallye were 44.45 sator, Mr. Armstrong, pushed their 

paring for the SAK Spring rallye niles, 31.60 miles, and 20.44 miles ed C ; 00 poi rf in May 1967!" Sa Hees ww s Jorvette to a 4,090 point score, 

: , respectively, with the correspond- which placed them in the first 
Rallyemasters Craig Jackson and ng ideal travel times being 5046 runner-up position, and following 

Bill Grosshandler Devise seconds, 3218 seconds, and 1800 jn third place were Ron Acker and 
Rugged Route seconds, Of the fifty-nine teams Lee Morse, whose °59 Corvette 

to WZ entered, twenty-two finished with- won them a 3,269 point total. 
Craig Jackson and Bill Gross- out using panic envelopes, four- Evans) and ‘A erastnong héld: the 

handler. rallyemasters for the Fall teen teams used the panic enve- best overall score for i first leg 
rallye. were responsible for design- lope only once, and two teams re- of th 5 rall . ‘a id of the th Le oa 
ing what proved to be a rather sorted twice to the final recourse es ze see eed ie 
frustrating route—and not only for . ning entries, none managed _ to 

the participants. The reporter and Check Points outscore the other two more than 

photographer who were assigned Officials, anxiously awaiting their once, Evans and Armstrong held 
to cover that route struck out early first arrival at check point number the lead in the first round, Bethke 
Sunday morning, armed with two one that morning, gave John Hen- and Kofler underscored their two 

University professors, a powerful derson and his navigator a rous- rivals in the second, while Acker 

late model LeMans, and a two by ing welcome when their Dodge and Morse captured the third 
two foot map of the rallye area, Lancer signed in shortly after round competition with a score 

on which the entire route was 12:30. Two and one-half hours which topped all those attained by 
clearly marked and labelled in later, as officials anxiously antici- any’ of the three leading drivers, 

orange ink—and even they became pated their first arrival at the sec- having ee only twenty-five points 
: oe ‘all ammeine : Thecknoint it was : se on that leg. It is interesting to note 

lost. One can well imagine the ond checkpoint, it was a Dodge thar Wekee aad Morse, Glvo held 

— _ . . . the record for the worst score 
CEST A, | ie cana, igus re eS ° attained by any of the three rivals, 

ene ‘ : ee ae be pees Per having forfeited all 1800 points on 

; Aa ait cael eles the first leg. Trophies were awarded 
he aoe ——e to the three winning teams by the 

_s vo key Ste Society of Automotive Engineers. 

Send i i vol § Professor Easton and Professor 

. ? | ie Borman, advisors to the student 
~| “ ee A Society of Automotive Engineers, 

i | . 4 ue - worked closely with the group and 
fe : ‘| ce he Meee y with jhe has a prepene 

a... f ’ . i or the Fall rallye. Considerable 
oN ll “4 ce ‘ Lh preparation was required for the 

— i: ff o & : , event, and the results of the Soci- 
_ j ar N€ — ety’s efforts were an encouraging 

— J f . stimulus to the projected plans for 
: _ oo their Spring rallye, scheduled for 

: . May of next year. 
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An idea can go through anything 5 S 5 

Here’s a close-up of our new $5,000,000 facility here, cloistered, nourished and encouraged. Our 
called Timken Research. engineers and metallurgists work on product 

We expect great ideas to come out of this building. | development and equipment development. They 
It's located outside Canton, Ohio, about have one aim: to produce Timken® bearings, 

ten miles from our headquarters and main Timken steel and Timken rock bits that will 
plant. deliver even longer life at lower 

: : [> QUALITY TURNS ON ' a ee 
Timken Research is one of the (ages $0 2 cost in more applications. 

largest research and development J i | IMKEN The Timken Roller Bearing 
centers in the bearing industry. = Company, Canton, Ohio. Manu- 
Here we match up tough prob- a——) TAPERED ROLLER facturers of Tapered Roller 
lems and inquisitive people. YS, BEARINGS Bearings, Fine Alloy Steel and 
Applied research flourishes Ea Removable Rock Bits. 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 

Timken bearings sold in 116 countries, manufactured in Australia, Brazil, Canada, England, France, South Africa and U.S.A. 
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Continued Xpansi 

of our military and lal business 
i id . 

p pening yf 
. . / for virtually every technical talent rhe a Vos 

DE ERE 8S Le 

As you contemplate one of the most important decisions Po: PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT TECHNICAL POPULATION VS YEARS of your life, we suggest you consider career oppor- eS | | | | | | 
tunities at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Like most everyone "PROJECTED GROWTH oe else, we offer all of the usual ‘fringe’ benefits, in- : 
cluding our Corporation-financed Graduate Education a 
Program. But, far more important to you and your fu- = jj 
ture, is the wide-open opportunity for professional 3 
growth with a company that enjoys an enviable record é 
of stability in the dynamic atmosphere of aerospace $ RECORD OF STABILITY 
technology. z be te Ee ol 

3 (No dip in technical population 
F for the last quarter 3 

And make no mistake about it . . . you'll get a solid 5 oe 
feeling of satisfaction from your contribution to our ae 
nation’s economic growth and to its national defense . 5 
as well. | a 

| 1938 1942 1946 1950 1954 1958 1962 1966. | Your degree can be a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. in: MECHAN- 
ICAL, AERONAUTICAL, CHEMICAL, CIVIL (structures ({», Take a look at the above chart; then a good long look at oriented), ELECTRICAL, MARINE, and METALLURGI- Pratt & Whitney Aircraft—where technical careers offer CAL ENGINEERING e ENGINEERING MECHANICS, og exciting growth, continuing challenge, and lasting sta- 

bility—where engineers and scientists are recognized as ENGINEERING Hee’ CERAMICS, PHYSICS and the major reason for the Company’s continued success. 

For further information concerning a career with Pratt 
& Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement SPECIALISTS IN POWER . . . POWER FOR PROPULSION— officer—or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering POWER FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, INCLUDE MILITARY AND COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, 
Connecticut 06108, SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS, 

e™® 
Sy ox 

ngs» 

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft son vere Dore conn 
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 

A 
FLORIDA OPERATIONS WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Attention: Chemical Engineers, Mechanical Engineers, 

Electrical Engineers, Civil Engineers... 
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Look through this next tim 
rel ] t offi you’re in your placement office. 

If you find it interesti you find It Interesting, 

Ik with B ta ith you. Be sure 

hedul lew to schedule an interview. 
Don’t fail to pick up a copy of the brochure shown above, at your college placement 

office. See the many career openings we have to offer, almost anywhere in the country. 

Learn about the many opportunities awaiting you in engineering, production, mark- 

eting and research with us. See how you can contribute to the community and to 

important industrial developments, and also how you can advance rapidly and re- 

wardingly with ability and application. We are one of the nation’s leading diversified 

chemical companies, making over 2500 products such as plastics, resins, fibers, 

pharmaceuticals and chemicals for a wide range of consumer industries. 

Sign up for an interview with our representative when he visits your campus. He has 

much to tell you about building a successful and satisfying career with Rohm and Haas. 

Interview Date: February 6-7 pea. 

iHAl ASE 19105 

an equal opportunity employer (M & F) 
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Begin With Two-Way Voice Communication... 

| By GARY SUHM 

ICTURE yourself on a long, screen on your dashboard: “Yield.” 
Pixs: segment of highway. Convinced yet? Let’s consider one 

It’s a rainy night, and you're more example. 
trying to stretch your gasoline to You are not accustomed to high 
the next service station, when sure speed freeway driving, and are 
enough, the engine begins to sput- easily confused by cloverleaves 
ter. You coast to the shoulder and and cleverly designed _ intersec- 
stop, while your wife, who sug- tions. You must travel the freeway 
gested a stop in the last town, in order to reach a destination in 
gives you that special look which a minimum of time, and wish to 
she reserves for such occasions. confine your attention to alert 
It’s a ticklish situation at best, but driving, without having to be con- 
easily remedied. You reach for the a cerned with selecting the proper 
instrument panel mounted beneath lanes, exists, entries and turns. To 
your dashboard, and simply dial a solve the problem, you merely in- 
series of numbers. A reassuring sert a punched destination card 
voice acknowledges your message, into the slot on your instrument 
and within a few minutes, gaso- panel and proceed merrily on your 
line has arrived and you're on your way, concentrating on your driving 
way again. Unbelievable? and the confusing flow of traffic on 

After a long, hard day behind the road before you. As you ap- 
the wheel, you are finally complet- proach each exit or intersection, 
ing the final stretch on what ap- your dash-screen indicates your 
pears to be an isolated section of disposition—tum right, turn left, 
the freeway. With your nerves in or straight through. Consequently, 
a semi-alert condition, you are not you arrive safely at your destina- 
capable of reacting to emergency tion without mapping your course 
situations, and as you rocket along and without making route deci- 
at high speed, you are unaware sions—they have all been made 
that a semi-trailer lies jack-knifed automatically! Interested? Let’s see 
across the road in the fog ahead. what it’s all about. 
Suddenly, a voice blares from the Engineers at the General Motors 
instrument panel: “Road blocked Research Laboratories have dem- 
ahead—use next exit.” Science fic- onstrated this new experimental 
tion, perhaps? road—vehicle communications sys- 

It’s one of those hectic holiday tem, designed to remind motorists 
weekends when thousands of the of speed and traffic signs, enable 
nation’s citizens are destined to be them to summon help in an emer- 
slaughtered on highways from gency, and provide automatic rout- 
coast to coast. Driving cautiously ing for trips. The new system, 
along a high-speed stretch of free- known as Driver Aid, Information 
way, you are concentrating on the and Routing system or DAIR for 
erratic zig-zagging traffic pattern short, is the most comprehensive 
ahead, unaware that you are rap- yet developed for highway com- 
idly approaching an uncontrolled munications. 
entry—and a potential safety haz- Today’s complex roadways, in- 
ard. Immediately, a brightly creased vehicle speeds and heavy 
lighted warning flashes across the traffic intensify the driver’s need 
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~~ —Courtesy General Motors 
The visual sign minder alerts the driver to the road ahead. 

for frequent directions and infor- quested, the vehicle license num- lance, “3” for a fire truck, or “4” 

mation. DAIR meets this need for ber, and the route or highway for a tow truck with gasoline and 

increased safety and driving en- marker number. The operator dis- a mechanic. 

joyment with a simple, low-cost patches the aid and assures the In addition to performing the 

communications system which caller by voice acknowledgement automatic functions, of course, the 

works equally well for slow city that help is on the way. Citizens Band transceiver in the 

traffic and high-speed turnpike A standard Citizens Band trans- car can be operated in the regular 

driving. Incorporating four basic ceiver in the vehicle is equipped manner for voice communication. 

features, a two-way radio, a dis- with an encoder which has a tele- Audio $i 

play panel with warnings to sup- phone-type dial. This dialing sys- vaio signs 

plement upcoming traffic signs, tem protects the driver and his The audio signs operate on one 

messages about the road ahead, family by making it difficult for of two proposed highway safety 

and an in-car route direction indi- unauthorized persons to receive channels in the Citizens Band. 

cator, DAIR could be made avail- and answer the call for help. The Permanent magnets are buried in 

able either as a single package unit cars location is transmitted in the pavement, and these excite 

or as separate compatible building- code, picked up by the nearest pulses in a loop antenna on the 

blocks. Let’s take a closer look at repeater, and relayed to the service vehicle frame as a car passes over. 

each of the four essential features center by wire. In a typical instal- The car’s Citizens Band receiver is 

incorporated in the DAIR system. lation, repeaters would be located triggered on for six to ten seconds 

T36-Way ¢ oo. every three to five miles—depend- to permit message reception, and 

wo-Way Communication ing on the terrain. then cuts off automatically until 

The motorist uses a coded dial For road or travel information, another zone is entered. Because 

message for summoning aid or _ the driver dials “O.” The base sta- they don’t pass over the magnets, 

alerting an aid and information tion operator acknowledges and re- and hence because their receivers 

center for two-way radio commu- quests direct two-way voice opera- _ are not activated, vehicles in the 

nication. At a strategically located tion on another Citizens Band opposite lanes don’t receive mes- 

traffic center, the station operator channel. The driver also can dial sages. 

receives a printout of the aid re- “1” for police, “2” for an ambu- The roadside equipment is a 
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low-power transmitter (about 50 Designed to supplement—rather activate the routing equipment be- 
milliwatts) which can be modu- than replace—existing traffic signs, ing tested at GM_ research. e yn 
lated by a tape message repeater the system repeats posted speed magnetic signal ape 4 
or by voice from a “traffic central” limits, and such traffic signs as the car’s loop antenpa a yeito 
control station, set up at existing Stop, Yield, Railroad Crossing, and the decoding circftitry, whffe it is 
highway agency or law enforce- Curve on the display panel. compared with a inStructions 
ment facilities. The repeater cur- The sign minder could be par- punched on the card for a specifi . 
rently being tested can contain up ticularly useful in high-volume ap- intersection. ~ 
to eight messages suited to local plications where “road-active” sys- The triggering system for audio 
conditions, and any one may be tems requiring operating power signs, the visual sign minder, and 
switched into operation by remote are not economically feasible. the route minder represents a new 
control, Typical taped messages Maintenance is negligible after approach to equipment control. 
deal with road conditions, accom- the magnets are buried in the Three permanent magnets compose 

modations, and service facilities. pavement. the trigger for the sign minder and 

Live messages would be used for Route Minder the audio signs, and are arranged 
special instructions and emer- Like to take a trip without di- to send eight different codes (eight 
gencles, verting your attention to maps and combinations of north and south 

Mounted in line with the driv- route signs? DAIR’s routing system poles; one combination activates 
ers vision, the display panel for makes it easy. the audio sign receiver and_ six 
the visual sign minder flashes a Suppose a motorist wants to combinations are used for repeat- 
selected message when the auto- drive to a distant city. His first stop ing traffic signs. The eighth com- 
mobile passes over a series of mag- is a nearby routing station, where bination is reserved for use when 
nets in a coded order (north pole he selects a route and receives a routing information alone is avail- 
up or south pole up). Two norths punched card for his destination. able, Routing triggers have three 
and a south, for example, could The card fits a slot in the car’s additional magnets added to the 
represent a “stop” code to the DAIR console. From this point on, first three employed in each single 
equipment in the car. The signal whenever the drive approaches a combination, 
is received by the same loop an- major intersection, a panel light Bits of information from the 
tenna used for audio signs and the __ will indicate a right turn, left turn, magnetic triggers are processed in 
route minder, A “beep” directs the or straight through. the car by digital magnetic logic. 
driver’s attention to the display Buried magnets, coded to iden- The logic circuits, developed by 
cluster. tify each individual intersection, | GMR, use toroidal ferrite cores. 
_saomermemrvemensetnnniiissisiiam nisin nies cceimlenncenciniiemminl 

signing a Pearlitic Malleable iron 

connecting rod, a thorough series of 

experiments was conducted which 

| 

One of the outstanding advantages aw 

of Malleable Iron Castings. wines 

Toughness is the ability of a mate- of the strength of many components i Ce -, a ! 
rial to withstand impact or repeated in the cab, including the Malleable ' A 

loading. iron cab support hinges, the truck | 

Any material will fail. The key in was crashed at high speed into a - ‘ 
Malleable is that it will not fail sud- barricade of ice. Although the cab demonstrated that the castings 
denly. Under severe impact, Malle- itself was battered beyond repair, have fatigue properties which ex- 
able will bend or stretch before there was no damage to the Malle- ceed the performance requirements 
fracture occurs. able parts, proof of the outstanding of modern automobile engines. 

Malleable’s impact strength is il- impact resistance of this material. 

lustrated in this test by a truck Another facet of toughness is a 
manufacturer. To be absolutely sure material's ability to withstand re- 

peated loads of low magnitude. Fail- 
. ures of this type are due to fatigue, : ae ce and usually start with the appear- 

pe ae ay ance of a crack at the stressed area ae Fa ent 

it | which progresses through the part NDerRs soc! 
pat GF a until fracture occurs. 
| = ae VEE Fatigue strength is a major factor MALLEABLE FOUNDERS SOCIETY 
RT oS oe q in design of automotive connecting UNION COMMERCE BUILDING 

iy ee. | et & _.\ rods. The loads on these parts alter- CLEVELAND, OHIO 44115 
" be i Ve nate between tension and compres- 
bal ls sion of varying magnitudes. In de- 
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The joint on that Dickey pipe is urethane... 

it’s the best I’ve found for building sewers.” g i 

Oliver Meyer has been a sewer contractor for 28 Dickey urethane Coupling offers many other advan- 
years and here’s what he says about the Dickey tages ... assures retention of compression ... resil- 

urethane Coupling: ‘The compression joint on clay ient hardness stability... sustained flexibility... 
pipe is a real improvement. But Dickey went one immunity to cold flow ... resistance to acids, alkalis, 
step further and made it with urethane. At first, | sewer gas, industrial wastes normally found in 
couldn't see the difference. | do now... for one sewers and immunity to attack by micro-organisms. 

big reason. All of these add up to long life, low cost sewers. 
“Urethane has the highest load-bearing capacity of And remember, Dickey clay pipe lasts for genera- 
any material used in a factory-made joint. This is tions, too. Don’t accept less. 
important because it means joints resist any perma- 
nent change in dimension. The joints are tight, all 
the way around the pipe... and remain that way. SPICKEY ssrior glazed clay pipe 
And that’s the only way to really solve the infiltration 
problem in sewers.” W. S. DICKEY CLAY MFG. CO. 

: : . BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA FT. DODGE, IOWA « KANSAS CITY, 
Mr. Meyer is stating facts... facts that are irrefut- MISSOURI ¢ MERIDIAN, MISSISSIPPI » ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 
able. In addition to high load-bearing capacity, the SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS ¢ TEXARKANA, TEXAS-ARKANSAS 

If it's made of clay it’s good... if it’s made by Dickey it’s better 
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Last year, thousands of lawyers, bankers, 
= a accountants, engineers, doctors and businessmen 

went back to college. 
2 

And not just for the football games. 
We'd like to clear up what appears to working for us. Over 6 thousand Western Electric doesn’t make buggy 
be a misunderstanding. It is somewhat have attended schools in 41 states = whips. We make advanced communi- 
popular on campus to decry a business _ under this plan. We refund more cations equipment. And the Bell tele- 
career on the grounds that you stop than $1 million in tuition costs phone network will need even more 
learning once you start working for to employees a year. sophisticated devices by the time your 
Cliché Nuts & Bolts. To name another program: ad- fifth reunion rolls around. The state of 

That idea is groundless. vanced engineering study, under the art, never static, is where the actionis. 
We can’t speak for Cliché, but we the direction of Lehigh Univer- At Western Electric, what’s happen- 

can for ourselves — Western Electric, sity, is conducted at our Engi- ing is the excitement and satisfaction 
the manufacturing and supply unit of neering Research Center in of continued doing and learning. If this 
the Bell System. 6 out of 10 college Princeton, N. J. Selectedemploy- happens _to appeal to you, no matter 
graduates who have joined us over the ees are sent there from all over — what degree you're aiming for, check 
past 10 years, for example, have con- the country for a year’s concen- _us out. And grab a piece of the action. 
tinued their higher education. trated study leading to a master’s 

How’re these for openers: degree. ey We . 
W.E.’s Tuition Refund Plan lets You get the idea. We're for more ( 4a estern Electric * ; : . . Sv J MANUFACTURING & SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM employees pursue degrees while learning in our business. After all, 
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Y What kind of engineer will you be... 

1 ° ° ° ° 
| preliminary design, design, development? 

. ° 
r y At AiResearch Phoenix, you work as all three 
JV before you decide. 

| 

| a 

our future as an engineer is > ee . | 

strongly influenced by your first = & ~Y . 1 eo f : ., 

assignment. What that assign- * see 5 Ce | 
ment will be, should be, is an pee a its 7 
important decision. g A \" ob Aa of <8 

At Garrett you control that Ze a “4 ; ‘ > 

decision. During an eight-month inn a) y \ ia Py y 

orientation program, you work ee » coo | Ls , / a 

with experienced engineers on a — me A re 
variety of assignments in different ‘ | i a NN 6 A fC . . 

areas. Your permanent assignment mh Eg = | eae eee o : 

depends on your own aptitude L it - _* So i. aS 

and interest. . ‘ sete ae 

In preliminary design you may may work on controls systems for rewarding. You can work in all 

work on gas turbine engines, jet turbine drives, engine fuel sys- three important areas of engineer- 

engine starters, or advanced power tems, or a laboratory test system. ing on diverse aerospace products. 

systems for space vehicles. Analy- Mechanics is the theme — statics You can use your total education, 

sis is the key —and the emphasis and dynamics, materials and pro- learn more on top of it, and take 

is on thermodynamics, fluids, cesses, and graphics are your tools. part in a wide variety of advanced 

vibration, heat transfer, and math In development, you'll test — engineering. 

to solve today’s problems. designs before they go into pro- At AiResearch Phoenix, the 

As a design engineer, you see duction. Manufacturing processes product lines include gas turbines 

your solution to a product design are examined and production for auxiliary power, turboprop 

problem take shape on the draw- techniques are explored. Every- engines for business and military 

ing board and in fabrication. You thing from nuts and bolts to com- aircraft, secondary power equip- 

ba, ~ . | plete power systems are tested, ment for aircraft, advanced space 

§ ‘ E A and your lab work and practical vehicle nuclear power systems, 

Ly a) al ..% judgement will pay offin thisarea. | pneumatic and hydraulic control 
|, ~ fy \. Your career at AiResearch systems, as well as a variety of 
i », ie MMR | Phoenix can be stimulating and related equipment for aerospace, 
| L 4 | j a 4 b hg co ns ined ground, and undersea applications. 

: i Lae i a j (too ae Find out the whole story in our 

. i oe pole 4, °~C~S:~SsCtew booklet, Your Future at 
cat raES on He 2 ya ae Garrett. Get it from your cam- 

whe on i= a ie | pus placement office, or write 
cay oS fo =) ‘ ie i ue iF AiResearch Manufacturing Divi- 

1. ¥ bm oo a a a? - , WA a sion, 402 South 36th Street, Phoe- 

iN \ae p> i — Ps het ay a nix, Arizona 85034. 

ee) aw vom AiResearch 
| | (in is challenge 
co pee ee 

- ve ee 4 : q ; : connate employer. 

2 ee ee ap | io Los Angeles + Phoenix 
| - eG... oe 

a 
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: Sandia is diversity in depth. 

If you are graduating with outstanding scholastic achieve- 
ment in engineering, mathematics, or the physical sciences, Sandia, as a member of the Bell System 
Sandia Corporation would like to arrange an interview. recruiting team, will be on campus 

Sandia Corporation is a Plan for Progress company, and an 
equal opportunity employer. U.S. citizenship is required. Feb. 14, 15, 16 

We assist America in its pursuit of peace — 

We serve Science in its pursuit of new knowledge. 

A BELL SYSTEM SUBSIDIARY / ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO; LIVERMORE, CALIFORNIA; TONOPAH, NEVADA SIA N 0) AN 
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. Ls i —m space systems 

— i move ahead fast 
3 —  rrr—“‘_(OUONONONNddwCizSCiC ‘i_ON#__CiC 2 ee tt  C(CW“(w«w SOCAN y¥ ou! 

Plan a complete interplanetary probe... design 
an information handling package for a space vehicle... 

TI ALSO MOVES AHEAD FAST conduct a scientific experiment on Mars. These 

IN... are the kinds of space programs you could be working on 
; ; _ at Texas Instruments. From the earliest earth-orbiting 

y SS satellites to the most recent lunar orbiter, TI has 
: L a been contributing to the country’s space exploration. 

abies a oe a < pei Involved in initial system design of Mariner IV, 

AN ay : 7: etal aap | 3 TI developed the instrumentation to measure the magnetic 

fx ae y Z aS . ty a a field of Mars — one of the major scientific 
unttan> © re. > On. jp i experiments of that mission...as well as major 
Beam (nae (i .6hCUCSS data handling and control subsystems. Space systems 

es . le represent one of the advanced technologies... diverse, 
DIGITAL SYSTEMS SIGNAL PROCESSING yet uniquely compatible . .. that have helped TI to 
——— FY aces ad == double its size about every three years for the past two 
— i aE. Be | veel decades. You might be interested in other TI 

=. : _< es Sy technologies, a few of which are illustrated here. All 
’ i ners * Sh = a have as their common bond a high level of innovation... 
aa a fel by creative people working in a creative environment. 

OP oe | - : TI’s growth and diversity offer exceptional opportunities 
Vo ay ' a for outstanding college graduates at all degree 
. a ; ee levels and in many disciplines. For information SEMICONDUCTOR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS oa . 

be we about space systems at Texas Instruments — or any other 
oe ° a Cian technology illustrated here — write Jack Troster, 

= : ig i ic 4 : A 2 indicating your area of interest. To obtain 
eee FO he " information about current professional 

—_ ei : 42g, SEMICONDUCTOR MATERIALS openings, consult your college placement director, 
SD me Ht or send your confidential resume to Jack Troster, 
i - Dept. 000, P. 0. Box 5474, Dallas, Texas 75222. 

METALLURGICAL MATERIALS : bee . 

es a ec: [ ¢h*); Rare . Ce EXAS INSTRUMENTS 
oo Coa : INCORPORATED 

oe | : 

ay a . 
1 ow © 

MICROELECTRONIC RADAR COHERENT OPTICS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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A pictorial analysis of a revolution in highway 
safety—along with the cause behind it. 
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HEN the 1967 automobiles appeared in the 
showrooms a few months ago, the public was 
exposed to a new advertising pitch from the 

mass media. Auto magazines had been predicting the 
revolution all along, but the consumer was taking a 
wait-and-see attitude. A great many new or improved 
safety devices being provided on the “’67’s,” caused 
mixed public reaction. Some observers thought that 
Ralph Nader had made his point, while others thought 
only of the previously announced price increase. 

In the following paragraphs a cursory analysis of 

By R. J. SMITH 
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5 ie oe a | 2 the facts behind the safer cars of 1967 will be made. 
\ on oo =. 4 The many illustrations accompanying this article have 

: ; _— |; _. aa their commentary printed beneath them. 
4 Co - ie i 

. ees Ff ee 

oa — 4 | Ff — hd Background 

mc ™, en. _ Ff | It is easily understood that there have been some " | oO 4 oe , — «4 >» : : .% .. ~ i; = fF lemons” produced during the history of the auto 
Pe a hlhflhlmlm industry. The automobile spawned the mass produc- 

~~ Vere a eS tion process. To have “zero-defects” would be a aed , ee 8 _ B 

. r <<... Lo Also, there are certain flaws in the design of autos 
- Je > seo that are not discovered on the drawing boards or even 

oy the ae on the test track. Not until thousands of cars are out 
‘es y ee on the road do some very serious problems manifest \ ss. ; y § themselves. 

Ses» %, oo ae = - ee 4 = mecca " 

< ee dee wo. _— : 

Lt oo ed vate, 9 | 
The mechanism pictured above is designed to keep the back of fold- ao aN i ee 
ing seats in place should they be hit by a rear-seat passenger thrown . : A forward by the impact of an accident. Note the accessible, easily : ‘ ry i operated catch, designed for easy entry and exit. : . / uN ‘4 

: ae, @ mm 
SS BREAK-AWAY INSTRUMENT] aa | Se Res 

PANEL ATTACHMENT [fo | ~~ Wy 

_ ee / = : >. = i Se 

os 4 -. : > rigs TELESCOPING SHIFTER TUBE 
eo : » : 2 LN i: 

| sy i. a = I ’ Ene EXPANDED METAL JACKET TELESCOPING STEERING § 
| a , ee . a J 

i o oo i Oe <a ee 

S 7, — -~ oi i, ——rr—~—™ - 2. ne LI I 

fp dA Celli One of the more widely publicized safety features on the 1967 
ge =. oe Ors model automobiles is the energy-absorbing steering column. This 
ee Ae SW ey — General Motors model will telescope nearly 9 inches. The valuable ! | wh Oe oo _ 
— +} , &> ——____.. feature is that energy is absorbed at a controlled rate—the column < t. al  . =n does not simply collapse and form a new rigid barrier. i | Se ca 

e Sl nn = 
— | ae = 
\ ( =e aaron a | 22 oe Both of the cases described above contribute in _ * _ | r : z ze . 

, | ‘ 2 some way to car accidents. “Mechanical defect or 
i ee ce ee failure” the accident report would read. These prob- 
|. . ~s ae 7 lems have always been with us and probably always 

> — 4 > ee will be to some degree. 
4 “EN << yl, - You probably have heard of Ralph Nader, or per- 
| a XN i= Jig — haps you have read his best-selling Unsafe At Any 

Ve » a . Speed. Nader is a young Washington, D.C. attorney 
>  €% | who recently took the auto industry to task for build- 

—  . ing unsafe cars. One of the most publicized aspects of 
~~ | Nader’s crusade dealt with the Chevrolet Corvair. 

ve 7 Several large lawsuits were filed against GM’s Chevro- I Cc i let Division, charging that negligence in design had 
hi caused the death or injury of Corvair drivers, Simul- 

It has been proven that seat: belts: save lives—well, shoulder har taneously with the height of the Corvair dispute our 
nesses can save more lives. Manufacturers are presently providing daily papers started reporting that large numbers of J y pay porting 8 anchorages for the harnesses. It might be noted that Wisconsin was various makes and models of cars were being called 
the first state in the nation to require all new cars to be equipped lets h nis ff a with seat belts. However, only one of four drivers use a seat belt, back to dealers for the correction of mechanical de- 
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the industry into making the 1967 cars what they are. 
In 1964 Congress gave the G.S.A. (General Services 

f Administration—the government’s procurement dd ma agency) authority to specify requirements for the ie oom | 60,000 sedans and station wagons it purchases annu- 
f PA ~ LL ally. GSA soon issued a list of 17 features that it hf y. ( would require on all 1967 cars it purchased. The 

\ 1966 results can be seen in any brochure at your dealers. 
‘ Thus it took the power of the Federal Government to 

force Detroit into building safer cars. (GSA recently 
— ¥ tacitly acknowledged that cars are getting better 

in! mechanically—up to now GSA vehicles were disposed 
. . aii of after 50-60,000 miles. Last month the limit was 6 : F i vn ae oa raised to 70,000 miles.) 

Cauet— — Any immediate effects of the potpourri of design Oa ee hed improvements will be difficult to detect and evaluate, we ee ————— = for there are so many near-vintage chariots rattling 
erat en ag ia around college campuses and across back roads, One 

pues step has been made in the right direction however. BREAK-A-WAY DETAILS OF £ Any highway travel situation has three variables: 
| STATE DARE ee Cae The road, the driver, and the vehicle. At present it 

; appears that we have made the most progress with 
i the road. If the safety revolution of 1967 continues, 

1967 ! vehicles will become much safer. As usual the most 
! variable of the variables is the driver. Let us not be 

~ fooled into thinking that a good road, a good car, and 
ba ai a a mediocre driver make for a safe situation. [ements aa oe cP See SS call END 

e A Drawing at left compares the design of last year's steering column 
NY assembly to that of 1967 models. Note that there are three points a of yield in this year's design: Steering wheel, steering column, and 

~ instrument panel support. 

fects. The public was given the impression that their 
new cars were being carelessly built. Congressional 
hearings were convened. There was a mild uproar PA 
throughout the nation. Something had to be done! \ 
Mere began the fallacy of thinking that the public had 
made the 1967 cars safer than ever before. Not that 0d \ 
they are not safer—they undoubtedly are. The fallacy Ny | 
is that all things being equal, the manufacture of a N N 
machine like an automobile probably doesn’t change \ Ny 
significantly in one model year. As mentioned at the iN YD 
beginning of this article, a small percentage of de- XQ) Ro N fects in mass-produced items is the norm. Manufac- WN — AN Na 
turers strive to keep quality at its utmost, but a few Gas ~ SIE oN mm 
bugs are bound to get in a car occasionally. That the > » . — | 
auto makers do call cars back is to their credit. The NO ya 
revolution is in design. \ mes ay) 

In the accompanying illustrations are shown just ) 
a few of the many safety items introduced as standard 1966 S 
equipment on the 1967 models. But was it the public 
indignation towards Detroit that caused them all to ——— - = 
be? No. Was it the manufacturers themselves? Par- (ff RA RR) 
tially, perhaps. ae Set = 1 5 AY N Nt | To get an automobile from drawing board to show- N N N 
room takes about three years. From this it can be “ N N 
inferred that something happened in 1964 that levered AQ N N Ss 

efit Acne RBs Sx AST Wi a Oe What a difference a year makes! 1967 autos have two independent RA J ip <9 ne braking systems, each alone capable of providing full braking power. Ne Sa ee poy (Fe IY Failure in any part of the system activates auxiliary system. The SSSA ASS SSS SESS driver is informed of the situation by an indicator light on his Ross instrument panel. 1967 X> 
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DICK FOWLER, MECHANICAL ENGINEER - ners | 
M.E., University of California (Berkeley) '64 BILL RHONE, SYSTEMS ENGINEER 

Ch.E., Bucknell University '63 

Theyre on th 

peTHlEHEy 

at Bethlehem Steel | 

te | iis NM | me es 
i eh me te oy in) CU 

\ i 1 i, “Le 
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Pot ee J fA eee 4 a f 2 ses 
TOM PFEIFFER, RESEARCH ENGINEER sete ‘ i ££ STEWZEASTERBY, SALES’ ENGINEER 
B.S. (Physics), Villanova College '62 oe io 2 B.S.C.E., University of Mississippi; M.S., 

Se vn) University of Missouri '64 

BOB SIMS, ELECTRICAL ENGINEER ens 
E.E., Tennessee A & 165 si 

Have you heard abopt all the opportunities for engineers ' « =} dd 

and other technical graduates at Bethlehem Steel? You'll , Zz 

find a great deal more information in our booklet, “Careers \ 

with Bethlehem Steel and the Loop Course.” You can obtain 

a copy at your Placement Office, or drop a postcard to F 

Manager of Personnel, Bethlehem Steel Corporation, Kay f 
at rs 

Bethlehem, Pa. 18016. is 
: ; JAKE REED, METALLURGICAL ENGINEER 

An equal opportunity employer in the Plans for Progress Program Met.E., Pennsylvania State University '63 
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(How’s your byrd?)



dill TEASERS 0 a < 

Sseae 

THE BYRD 
B.S. '69 

66 9 i Dy?” 

ows pour bprd? 

With only a month before finals and all that studying the fence could be put up as it was. The Byrd was called 
to do, the Byrd sympathizes with you. Realizing how in to settle the dispute. The question was this: How high 
hard you readers are going to study over Christmas va- off the ground will the fence be after it is erected, assum- 
cation, the Byrd has spotted some real puzzlers to relax ing it is an equal distance above the earth all the way 
you between study breaks. around. 

* * * . ; ‘* & . Not wishing to add to the number of frustrated college Still confused (won't those frosh ever learn) Charlie 

students, the Byrd has consented to reveal the solution Klug set out for his Freshman Forum. When but a mere * gs three blocks from his dorm he became hopelessly lost. to one of last month’s brainticklers. " . . . 
He spotted three Wisconsin engineering students and 

* oe stopped to ask directions. Charlie knew that only Elec- 
Robbins is not the fireman because Robbins beat the _ trical Engineers told the truth and that all other engineers 

fireman in billiards. Mr. Buckholtz is not the brakeman’s always lied. Charlie wanted to find out whether any of 
neighbor because $10,000 is not exactly divisible by 3. the men were Electrical Enginers so that he could get 
If the brakeman’s neighbor is not Mr. Buckholtz and if correct directions, He asked the first man if he was an 
Mr. Finn lives in Detroit, Mr. Buckholtz must live in Chi- EE and got an incoherent reply, so he asked the second 
cago. The brakeman has the same last name as the man what the first man had said. The second man said, 
Chicago passenger, so the brakeman is Buckholtz. Rob- ‘‘He said he’s not an EE, he’s a civil engineer. Whereupon 
bins is not the fireman so he must be the engineer. the third man said that the second man was lying. Can 

ko ko * you tell which if any of the three are EE’s? 

From what two locations in the world is it possible = * 
to walk one mile south, one mile east, and one mile Suppose a passenger rocket leaves Earth for Planet 
north and arrive at the place from which you started? X every day at noon. At precisely the same time a 
One place is easy to find but old Sneedly wagers that rocket leaves Planet X for Earth. Each trip lasts exactly 
you'll have to think to find the second. 132 hours (six days). How many rockets from Planet X 

kok x will each rocket from Earth meet? Start counting from 
That great ME, G. R. Pieterzohn was contracted to the instant before the Earth rocket takes off until the 

build a fence around the earth at the equator to separate instant after it lands on planet X. 
the northern and southern hemispheres. His employer in * = & 
this venture was the world-famous heat expert I. N. Grid. Every Sleer is just like every other Sleer. Every 
Griddy, it sems, wanted to put all the snakes in the Usagle is just like every other Usagle. A Usagle is 
world south of the equator and keep them there. (He 20 per cent larger than a Sleer. 
had been frightened by a garter snake as a boy). G, R. One Sleer and one UsagJe can combine to form 
designed the fence carefully, making sure it was high something different, a Broch Gowd. However, every 
enough and strong enough to repel the slinky snakes. Broch Gowd must be surrounded with at least two 

To do the actual construction work G. R. employed Sleer and one Usagle in order to exist. These Sleers 
William “Wild Bill’ Malenski. “Wild Bill" had some and Usagles can act as surroundants for at most two 
truoble with figures and when he had completed the Broch Gowds. 
herculean task it was found that he had the fence 10 ft. All Jellex contain Usagles. A Jellex is smaller than a 
too long. G. R. grrred and gnashed his teeth with disgust Wry Tibbit. Twenty-five Sleer can just fill a Wry Tibbit. 
declaring that ten feet would have to be cut off from the If the contents of a Wry Tibbit are combined with the 
fence. ‘Wild Bill,’’ however, said that 10 ft. in 25,000 contents of a Jellex, what is the maximum number of 
miles would not make any difference and claimed that Broch Gowds in the final mixture? 
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Step right into the picture on one of the biggest steam pi. in boilers and steam generation, then 

generation projects in the U.S. Or into closed circuit TV. moved on to atomic power stations, nuclear marine pro- 
Or marine power. pulsion, refractories, specialty steel, computers and control 

Tomorrow, who knows? You could be on the B&W team _ systems, closed circuit TV and specialty machine tools. 
that launches an entirely new product. (We still make the best boiler in America.) 

We're big enough ($480 million last year) to take on Want to talk about the future? Your future? See your 
some pretty exciting projects. But small enough to give you placement officer. Or write to Manager, College Recruit- 
a challenging job, not just desk space. ing, The Babcock & Wilcox Company, 161 East 42nd 

Come grow with us at Babcock & Wilcox. Street, N.Y., N.Y. 10017. A good place to work and grow. 

Cy Fi Babcock & Wilcox 
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when better engines are made, WISCONSIN WOMEN WILL MAKE THEM .. . 
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Hy) important addition to your technical library! 

1] y ( 4 zs ~wes 

: U mai4°\ AL am WG 4 
; = vy 4 W ees, wEeEe Be 

9g ; oP ven ry > yes Vv 

ee STUDEN 
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6 | A brand-new, 
a let d an nF complete guide 

ay ing desi an oo. to forging design 

pa d specificati ae oe mS and specication 
Pp a at NN Get this. If your studies involve forging technol- 

i b iH ogy, you’re bound to benefit from the book prepared 

Zz Py STN § for those whose livelihoods depend on it. “The 

ra] BS Q Vv Forging Industry Handbook” is the first such 

ny k complete work in years. After you’re graduated, 

rit] ie : it’ll cost you $15. Now you can get it for the spe- 

# cial student price of $2.50. 

0 Dy The following list of chapter headings indicates 

2 the comprehensive manner in which this new vol- 

a Po ume discusses modern forgings and forging tech- 

y ig nology : Introduction to Forgings/Advantages of 

| Forgings/Applications of Forgings/Metallurgi- 

® cal Characteristics of Forgings/Forging Proc- 

i esses and Methods/Forging Design Principles 

i and Practices/Forging Materials/Heat Treat- 

Ki ment of Forgings/Manufacture of Forgings/ 

S Forging Facilities/Controlled Quality Forging/ 

e Purchasing of Forgings. 

ey Mail this coupon (along with your check or 

Hy money order*) to the Forging Industry Associ- 

Pel hed a ation, 1121 Illuminating Building, 55 Public 

F WT ia hs 3 Square, Cleveland, Ohio 44118. 

vo WRaeds i 6 --—— 

aed a Send check or money order to: 
Mm i FORGING INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION A 

3 1121 Illuminating Building — 
i 55 Public Square 

Cleveland, Ohio 44113 > 

Send me. _copies of the Forging Industry x 
Handbook. T 7 

G 
Name___ 

Clee: ss a 

Major 

Address. a 

City______—-State__Zip Code. 

*$PECIAL STUDENT PRICE: $2.50 PER COPY. 
Regularly $15 per copy in USA and Canada. All others: $25 
per copy. Plus 50¢ for postage and handling charges. 

(This advertisement on behalf of the Forging Industry is published by United States Steel, a supplier of quality forging steels.) 
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HUMOR: | [og | = , 

NTINU FILEABLES COINTIINUIED... . 

A fugitive scientist from a Boris If it’s funny enough to tell, it’s The teacher was explaining to 
Karloff horror picture dreamed up __ been told; if it hasn’t been told, the grammar school s:udents the 
a serum that would bring inani- it’s too clean; and if it’s dirty merits of owning a yearbook and 
mate objects to life. He surrepti- enough to interest an engineer, the — having one’s picture in it. 
tiously tried it out on the statue — editor gets kicked out of school. Years from now you can look in 
of a great general in Central Park. this annual and say, “There’s Willie 
Sure enough, the statue gave a sa 8 Jones; he’s a judge now. And 
quiver and a moment later the there’s Sally White; she’s a nurse. 
general, creaking a bit in the joints, The liner had just sunk and one And there’s ...” 
climbed down from the pedestal. of the lifeboats was filled beyond “And there’s teacher,” came a 
The scientist was overjoyed. . . . capacity. The captain gravely an- Voice from the back of the room. “I have given you life,” he ex- nounced the fact and jumped over- “She’s dead.” 
ulted. “Now tell me, general, what board himself. , , 
is the first thing you are going to Another passenger got up, said, eee 
do with it?” “Vive la France,” and jumped. A ; re 

“That’s easy,” rasped the gen- third said, “God save the queen,” Psychology Prof: If I saw 
eral, ripping a gun from his hol- and repeated the deed. At that a man beating a mule with a stick 
ster. “I’m going to shoot about two burly Texan got slowly to his feet, and 1 stopped him, what would I 
million pigeons.” exclaimed, “Remember the Alamo,” be showing? 

eas and threw a Mexican overboard. Voice (from the rear of the 
room): “Brotherly love.” 

“Beg your pardon, but aren’t you 
an engineering student?” 7 3% Ha 8 “ of, . 
iy panenion et tone find Herel sit and fuss and fret The little boy strayed away from 
razor blades were gone, and a bus . le my seat is getting wet. his father at the zoo and got lost. 
ran over my hat.” It’s enough to make me fume; A policeman found him, and the 

Teacher, can’t I leave the room? __ kid tearfully explained the situa- 
see Why delay me when you know tion. 

Dr. paves Was lecturing to his That I simply have to go? “What's your father like?” asked 
9:00 o'clock class on the virtues of Really teacher, I’m not feigning. the officer. 
being awake. My car top’s down and it is “Beer and women.” I’ve found that the best way to raining. 
start a day is to exercise for five 2 0 6 
minutes after arising, breathe naa 
deeply, and finish with a cold Give a man enough rope and 
shower. Then I feel rosy all over.” Then there was the country girl he'll claim he’s tied up at the office. 

Just then a sleepy voice was — who, while milking a cow, saw a cae 
heard to mutter from the back of | boy coming up the road. She 
the room. “Tell us more about called to her father, “Oh, father, Lectures are like steer horns— 
Rosy.” there is a boy coming up the road.” g point here, a point there, and a 

aoa Her father promptly replied, “Go Jot of bull in between. 

M.E., walking up to coed: “How into the house. « . 29 0 
many drinks does it take to make ; She called back, But father, he 

you dizzy?” is an engineer. Definition of a brassiere: A gar- 
Coed: “Two, and the name is “Then take the cow with you,” ment used to minimize the effect 

Daisy.” he replied. of flutter and vibration. 
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“ 
\) During the aircraft carrier The new watchman at the ob- The scene is a train compart- 

Princeton’s 1958 Far East cruise, — servatory was watching a professor ment in Hungary. The characters: 
the consumption of fresh water using the big telescope. Just then A Russian officer, a Hungarian, an 

was greater than the evaporators a star fell. old lady, and an attractive girl. 

could keep pace with. The execu- “Begorra,” he said to himself, The train enters a tunnel. The 

tive officer, trying every means to “that fella sure is a crack shot.” passengers hear first a kiss, then 
curb consumption, put the follow- a vigorous slap. 

ing the in plan-of-the-day: eee The old lady thinks: “What a 
“The U.S.S. Constitution (old . ; good girl she is, such good man- 

Iron-Sides ) as a combat vessel car- A field engineer, traveling be- ners, such fine moral character!” 
ried 48,600 gallons of fresh water tween locations, boarded the The girl thinks “Isn’t it odd that 

for her crew of 475 men. This was Sleeper and pulled back the cur- 4. Russian tried to kiss the old 
sufficient to last six months of sus- a Pa his ae Fes Sno oat lady and not me?” 
es + i . remely surprised to fin ‘oO mos ‘ . a 
ee ae evapora personable blondes ensconced The Russian thinks: “That Hin 

The next day the Princeton’s there. ove and fee dared a seals 
nt swe.lette ‘ After checking his ticket to see ro 

shally newsdetter quoted the state: that he wasn't wrong, he said, “I The Hungarian thinks “Am I a 
ment, adding this historical note: leeply rearet this, ladies, but I smart fellow! I kiss the back of my 

“On August 23, 1779, the U.S.S.  “ePIY regret this, ladies, but Tam a hit a Russian officer in the aes ey a married man... A man of re- Ind, MME 18. AAUSSIAN \OUICEN In. Te 
Constitution set sail from Boston. spect and standing in my commu- face, and get away with it. 
She left with 475 officers and men, : ; nity. I couldn’t afford to have any 
48,600 gallons of fresh water, 7400p coth of scandal touch me, iri eae 
cannon shot, 11,690 rounds of black sorry—but one of you will have 

powder and 79,500 gallons of rum. to leave.” “Say, you look like Helen Green.” 

Her mission—to destroy and ha- “I know, but I look worse in 
rass English shipping. oo. pink.” 

“Making Jamaica on 6 October, 
she took 826 pounds of flour and “Doctor,” said the sick man, “the aa 
68,300 gallons of rum. Then she other doctors seem to differ from 
headed for the Azores, arriving you in their diagnosis of the case.” An old Indian visited the big city 
there on 12 November. She provi- “I know,” replied the physician the first time in his life. He entered 
sioned with 550 pounds of beef cheerfully, “but the postmortem a building and watched a little old 
and 64,300 gallons of Portuguese will show that I was right.” lady step into a small room. 

wine. On 18 November, she set sail The doors closed behind her. 

for England. ea 8 Lights flashed and a dial above the 
In the ensuing days she defeated door moved from one up to ten 

five British men-of-war and cap- Friend: What is your son going and back again. A bell tinkled. The 
tured and scuttled twelve English to be when he graduates? door came open and a beautiful 
merchant-men, salvaging only the Father: An old man. young girl stepped out. 

rum. By 27 January, her powder Blinking in amazement, the In- 

and shot were exhausted. see dian said, “Me should have brung 

Unarmed; she mde: ® might “O.K. Moses, take out your tab- um squaw.” 
raid up the Firth of Clyde. Her let ¢ 5 
landin t tured hiske et rand number from ong; to ten, aoe 

ng party captured aw y “re going to have a little quiz. . 
distillery and transferred 40,000 were gos q 
gallons aboard by dawn. Then she ere “Joshua, will you put down that 
returned home. blasted trumpet and fight like the 

“U.S.S. Constitution arrived in “Hello, is this the Salvation rest of us.” 

Boston on 20 February, 1870 with Army?” 

no cannon, no shot, no food, no “Yes, it is.” eae 
powder, no rum, no whiskey, and “Do you save bad women?” . 
48,600 gallons of stagnant water.” ies do.” Staying at the office late to play 

Yes, we do. poker with his friends, the meek 
eae “Well, save me two or three for _Jittle man suddenly realized it was 

a . Saturday night.” 2 a.m. With a gleam of inspiration, 
Prof.: “You missed 214 yester- he telephoned his wife and dra- 

day, didn’t you? a tHe matically shouted: “Don’t pay the 
ME: “No, sir, not a_ bit. : . ansom—I’ scaped!” . 

Stealing a kiss may be petty lar- — *#7S0M—~hVe escaped: 
oe 8 ceny, but sometimes it’s grand. ee 

“Tell me, sir, who was braver e ER 
than Lancelot, wiser than Socrates, Scoop! The “Daily Cardinal” gets 

wittier than Mark Twain?” Beer is like the sun. It rises in its scoops from old issues of the 
“My wife’s first husband.” the yeast and sets in the vest. “Wisconsin Engineer.” 
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some engineers 

prefer to work like this... and some prefer it like this 

' 
—we’ll promote them both 

You can talk to some of our engineering bigwigs and The chap who applies new directions in the solid state 

come away with the impression that a man who has not theory of catalysts to knock a nickel off the tankwagon 

yet forgotten everything he learned in freshman calculus price of a monomer deserves reward comparable to that 

is an impractical theorist and a shirker. (Your impression of the grimy one who cuts a plant’s downtime in half by 

would be wrong. He doesn’t mean that at all. Bessel relocating the filters so that the pump motors quit burn- 

functions were his meat at one time.) ing out. 

Others of our boss engineers will sound as though it is CHOICE is what we believe in offering, in addition to 

no longer decent for an educated professional to look the expected emoluments. We believe in it for our own 

inside a reactor personally. (He neglects to tell you how good. We can offer it because of our vast and ever-grow- 

hard it was to give up a grand time as an apprentice ing diversification, which is all from within. We offer 

steamfitter to enter college.) choice at the outset and choice after you have had a 

Observe, then, that both of these types have risen to chance to try out your ambitions and see how they work. 

bigwigdom. It takes all kinds to run an outfit like ours. Drop us a line about your ambitions. 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 

Business and Technical Personnel Department / Rochester, N. Y. 14650 : 

an equal-opportunity employer with major plants in Rochester, N. Y., Cc 

Kingsport, Tenn., Longview, Tex., and Columbia, S. C. Cc 

P _Kodalls 
Cc” TRADEMARK



General Electric 

engineers and scientists 

are helping to satisfy the 

needs of society... 

Like rapid transportation 
eae. 2 g UL Z Your technical career at General Electric can : 
a 4 A cover a wide range of engineering 
_ FF ee Ff . innovation. Take today’s rapid transit problem 
- ¢ Fah for example. Inquisitive minds in research 
_. = J —_— | and design at G.E. have developed circuitry, 

_ @ hr : : radar controls and propulsion systems 
FF he | # that can run and guide a 150 mph transit train. 

_ — ee a Manufacturing engineers have 
| FUL [7 7 developed methods and machines 

“arf . "© to produce these transit systems as efficiently 
a = c. “ as possible. And technical marketing | 

- 4 4 a ——— specialists are working with cities and 
= Ss government, planning their transportation 

. 4 } fe Ag |= networks. Good reasons why at General Electric 
ca tk y a @ innovations start and finish with the 

2 faq y x. ae technical man. 

~~ / _ 4 a - a For more information on career starting 
wit | rd ee | - 7 points available to you with G.E. 

{ vat a pe i iN so. = | ® (in research, development and design; 
De gs, ee” AW ‘| i : manufacturing, or technical marketing) write: 

, Pf ay a i" / D. E. Irwin, Section 699-19, Schenectady, 
“e ' a Re C | New York 12305. 

fp ys . . | 

Pe a GENERAL ELECTRIC 
ees : _ An Equal Opportunity Employer
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